
 

Social Distancing Policy 

In2Sport is taking appropriate Social distancing measures to reduce social interaction 
between children in our care. This will help reduce the transmission of coronavirus 
(COVID-19). Please see below: 

1. Keep children in bubbles of 15 or below (10 in most cases). The individual coach is in 
charge of their bubble and will not contact another child or coach within another 
bubble.  Each coach will deal with first aid within their bubble and is in charge of 
ensuring every child within their group is adhering to the rules and being safe.  

2. Each camp will have a ‘contactless’ Camp leader who is not assigned a “bubble” and 
will be responsible for sign in/out procedures and cleaning practices. Camp leaders are 
the first point of contact for any issues/questions that parents may have about the 
camp. Camp leaders will also be the person who contacts parents/carers on any camp 
updates/issues. Camp Leaders will go over the camp rules making sure the children 
understand that camps are different to normal and go over basic COVID preventing 
procedures to children. Camp leaders are in charge of setting up activities & 
tidying/cleaning equipment after it has been used. Camp leaders are in charge of 
cleaning any bodily fluids that are spilled onto a camp surface throughout the day.  

3. Each camp will have a designated area where PPE will be stored safely. Each coach 
will have their own set of PPE which will stay with them to be used if they need to 
come in to contact with a child. An example is if they need to administer first aid or 
tying shoes laces etc.  

4. Children will be kept outside in the fresh air as much as possible and will wash their 
hands after each activity.  

5. No parents allowed on site. Sign in desk will be set up outside and only children will be 
allowed to enter the venue. This is to minimize cross contamination. 

6. To ensure consistency of bubbles, we are only accepting weekly bookings. We will 
group children based on booking times initially. So a 9-3pm normal day bubble and an 
8-4pm extended day bubble. We will be flexible where possibly to put friends together 
and siblings will remain together also.  

7. If a child starts to display symptoms we have a designated waiting area at each venue. 
Parents will be called immediately and asked to collect their child. They must then 
isolate for 14 days.  

8. Children are encouraged to bring in as little to no items from home as possible. 
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